n late 1950s and early 1960s, Gilbert and Elliott at Bell Labs were modeling burst-noise telephone circuits with a very simple two-state channel model with memory. This simple model allowed them to evaluate channel capacity and error rate performance through bursty wireline telephone circuits. However, it took another 30 years for the so-called Gilbert-Elliott channel (GEC) and its generalized finite-state Markov channel (FSMC) to be applied in the design of second-generation (2G) wireless communication systems. Since the mid 1990s, the GEC and FSMC models have been widely used for modeling wireless flat-fading channels in a variety of applications, ranging from modeling channel error bursts to decoding at the receiver. FSMC models are versatile, and with suitable choices of model parameters, can capture the essence of time-varying fading channels. This article's goal is to provide an in-depth understanding of the principles of FSMC modeling of fading channels with its applications in wireless communication systems. Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/MSP.2008 [ Parastoo Sadeghi, Rodney A. Kennedy, Predrag B. Rapajic, and Ramtin Shams ] While the emphasis is on frequency nonselective or flat-fading channels, this understanding will be useful for future generalizations of FSMC models for frequency-selective fading channels. The target audience of this article include both theory-and practice-oriented researchers who would like to design accurate channel models for evaluating the performance of wireless communication systems in the physical or media access control layers, or those who would like to develop more efficient and reliable transceivers that take advantage of the inherent memory in fading channels. Both FSMC models and flat-fading channels will be formally introduced. However, a background in time-varying fading communication channels is beneficial.
While the emphasis is on frequency nonselective or flat-fading channels, this understanding will be useful for future generalizations of FSMC models for frequency-selective fading channels. The target audience of this article include both theory-and practice-oriented researchers who would like to design accurate channel models for evaluating the performance of wireless communication systems in the physical or media access control layers, or those who would like to develop more efficient and reliable transceivers that take advantage of the inherent memory in fading channels. Both FSMC models and flat-fading channels will be formally introduced. However, a background in time-varying fading communication channels is beneficial.
We consider the FSMC modeling of fading channels from five distinct viewpoints. First, we provide a brief history of FSMC models and the FSMC modeling of flat-fading channels. Second, we define the parameters of FSMC models and discuss how these parameters can be derived from flat-fading channel statistics. We point out the trade-offs between model accuracy and complexity. Third, we categorize applications of FSMC models for fading channels into four categories and discuss the FSMC model applicability and accuracy in each application. We pay special attention to the effect of FSMC memory order on the model accuracy. Fourth, we consider the information-theoretical aspects of FSMC models and the FSMC modeling of fading channels. Finally, we present open questions and directions for future research. For easier access to the technical contents, the reader can refer to the "List of Acronyms" and "Notational Conventions."
THE HISTORY OF FSMC

1957-1968: DEVELOPMENT OF FSMC MODELS
The study of finite-state communication channels with memory dates back to the work by Shannon in 1957 [1] . In [1] , Shannon proved coding theorems for finite-state channels (FSCs) with discrete channel input and output symbols, where the channel state could be calculated at the transmitter, but not necessarily at the receiver. In 1958, Blackwell et al. [2] proved that for a practical class of FSCs with memory, reliable transmission is possible at rates below the channel capacity.
In 1960, Gilbert introduced a new type of FSC model to determine the information capacity of wireline telephone circuits with burst-noise [3] . One main distinction between Gilbert's model and Blackwell's model [2] was in the way channel output was defined to depend on channel states and inputs. In Blackwell's model, channel output was a deterministic function of the current channel state, which, in turn, stochastically depended on current channel input and previous channel state. Whereas in Gilbert's model, channel output was a probabilistic function of the current channel input and the current channel state. In particular, each channel state in Gilbert's model was associated with a discrete memoryless channel (DMC). Despite its simplicity, Gilbert's model was the first nontrivial example of channel models with memory, where the channel state is statistically independent of channel input symbols and is unknown to the transmitter or the receiver.
Soon after the work of Gilbert [3] , Elliott used this model to evaluate and compare the error rate performance of error correcting and error detecting codes over burst-noise channels [4] . This channel model is known as the GEC, which is shown in Figure 1 . States are determined by the upper two-state Markov chain model and are denoted by good G and bad B. The probability of moving from the good state G to the bad state B is b Pr(G → B ) and the probability of moving from the bad state B to the good state G is g Pr(B → G ). When the channel is in the good state G, channel output is related to the channel input through a DMC, governed by error probability P G Pr(0 → 1|G ). In the original version of the GEC, Gilbert assumed a noise-free good state with zero error probability P G = 0. The zero error probability assumption in the good state allowed Gilbert to calculate capacity in closed form. Elliott later modified the model to accommodate for the error probability in the good state to be nonzero or P G > 0. In the bad state B, the error probability is higher than that in the good state and is defined as P B Pr(0 → 1|B ).
Researchers in the late 1960s extended the model proposed by Gilbert and Elliott to improve their representations of channels with memory. In 1968, McCullough [5] introduced more channel states in the model, each with a different error rate. State transitions in [5] were allowed only immediately following an error in the state. In another work in 1967, Fritchman [6] proposed a FSC with J error free and K − J error states. However, the model was complicated in terms of deriving channel error statistics, unless there was a single error state or K − J = 1, which effectively made the Fritchman model similar to the GEC model.
In 1968, Gallager further developed the information theory of FSMCs [7] , making it a classical subject in advanced information theory. Originally, Gallager used the term FSC, where channel states are assumed to be the output of a Markov chain. FSMC is more clarifying and will be used throughout the article.
In [7, pp. 97-111, 176-187 ], Gallager provides rigorous definitions, coding theorems, error exponents, and several examples of FSMCs with memory. Gallager also mentions fading channels in wireless radiotelephony as physical channels with memory that can be represented by FSMCs. Gallager's definition of FSMCs is the standard definition used by
[FIG1] The GEC model [3] , [4] was the first nontrivial example of burst-noise channel models with memory. Channel states belong to the set {G, B} are statistically independent of channel input symbols, and are unknown to the transmitter or the receiver. States are determined by the upper two-state Markov chain model. The channel input-output behavior is governed by one of the lower two discrete memoryless channels, selected according to the current channel state. researchers today. This model accommodates for both cases where the channel state transition is driven and controlled by the channel input (such as intersymbol-interference (ISI) channels), as well as the case where the channel state is statistically independent of the channel input (such as fading channels). We will refer to the first case as data-dependent FSMC models and to the second case as data-independent FSMC models, respectively. Since the state of fading channels is independent of the channel input, our focus is naturally on data-independent FSMC models.
1969-1989: EARLY APPLICATIONS OF FSMC MODELS
From 1969 to the mid 1970s, research activity on applications of FSMCs was limited to modeling error bursts in digital wireline telephone circuits and HF tropospheric/ionospheric wireless links between fixed stations. The proposed models were mainly variations of earlier ones developed up to 1968, such as the Fritchman model [6] . While earlier works mainly focused on first-order characterization of channels with memory, higher-order Markov models were proposed in 1973 by Blank and Trafton [8] , where the probability of transition to a state depended on M > 1 previous states. For a detailed survey of the modeling and applications of channels with memory up to 1978, see [9] . From 1978 to 1989, research activity for finding new applications of FSMCs in digital communications was more or less dormant. During this period, theory and techniques for mobile radio communications were in early stages of development and cellular digital telephone networks did not emerge (were not commercially available) until the early 1990s. This explains why research activity on applications of FSMC for digital mobile communication systems did not receive impetus until the early to mid 1990s.
1989-PRESENT: FSMC MODELING OF MOBILE RADIO FADING CHANNELS
MOTIVATION
Fading channels with memory are common in mobile radio communications [64] . With the advent and commercial success of digital cellular networks in the early 1990s, there was an immediate need for accurate modeling of fading channels with memory. The channel models helped system designers analyze and improve system performance measures, such as the error correcting capability of channel codes or the packet throughput. But more importantly, the use of channel models with memory for decoding at the receiver would potentially result in higher information rates than those achieved by assuming a memoryless channel [27] .
EARLY WORKS
In 1991, Semmar et al. [11] used the Fritchman model [6] with a single error state and two to four error-free states to characterize error sequences in ultrahigh frequency (UHF) digital mobile radio channels at 910 MHz. In their work, the Fritchman model was fitted to measured data by determining suitable values for transition probabilities between channel states. In 1991, Vucetic [13] used a finite-state model for adaptive coding over time-varying radio channels. In [13] , each state represented a Rician fading channel with different Rician factors. In [12] , Sivaprakasam and Shanmugan developed a modified BaumWelch algorithm [65] to estimate the parameters of a hidden Markov model (HMM) based on the observation of actual error burst sequences in fading channels.
It was the work by Wang and Moayeri in 1995 [14] that is widely viewed to have revived FSMC modeling of fading channels in mobile radio communications. One of the novelties of their work was to explicitly establish the link between the statistical Clarke's model for fading channels [66] and the FSMC states. In particular, each FSMC state in their model represented a range of received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which in turn determined the error probability in that state. Based on this assumption, Wang and Moayeri provided analytical expressions for states, state transition probabilities, and error probabilities in each state. The original FSMC modeling of fading channels as proposed in [14] or its variations are still widely used in the literature.
Almost concurrently with Wang and Moayeri, Goldsmith and Varaiya proposed a new iterative method for computing the information rates and capacity of data-independent FSMC models with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) inputs. They also introduced a maximum-likelihood (ML) decisionfeedback decoding technique for the receiver that took the inherent channel memory into account [27] . Their work was a generalization of an earlier study by Mushkin and Bar-David in [10] on the capacity and coding for the GEC.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND ON APPLICATIONS OF FSMC MODELS FOR FADING CHANNELS
Traditionally, FSMCs have been used to model error bursts in fading channels during the design stages of wireless communication systems. This helps system designers analyze and improve performance measures in the physical or media access control layers. Since 1997, FSMC models have enabled closed-form or simulation-based analysis of system-level performance measures, such as packet throughput [20] , [21] , packet error distribution (PED) [18] , and packet error rate (PER) [17] through bursty wireless channels. The bit error rate (BER) in more sophisticated communications systems that include receiver diversity has been studied using FSMC models in [23] and [24] .
The potential benefits of incorporating FSMC memory into decoding algorithms at the receiver to achieve higher information rates has been known as early as 1989 [10] . Since the late 1990s, an active area of research has been to develop practical decoding techniques at the receiver using FSMC models for fading channels. FSMC models enable implementation of mathematically tractable channel estimation and data decoding algorithms for time-varying fading channels [35] , [37] . Decoding algorithms for conventional turbo codes and low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes have been modified in [30] , [31] , and [32] , respectively, to take into account FSMC state estimation, and it is shown that information rates higher than the memoryless channel capacity become possible. More recently, successive decoding is proposed for fading channels modeled by FSMCs that takes channel memory into account [33] . In a later section on FSMC applications, we will provide a more in-depth categorization of the FSMC applications for fading channels.
Since 1995 [14] , first-order FSMC models for fading channels have been the models of choice due to their computational simplicity and the ease with which model parameters can be determined. A first-order Markovian assumption in the FSMC model means that given the previous fading channel state, the current state is statistically independent of all other past and future fading channel states. Ever since, the accuracy of first-order FSMC models for fading channels, compared with higher-order FSMC models, has been the subject of research. One main research aim has been to find channel fading rates over which low-order FSMC models are a sufficiently good match with other widely accepted statistical fading models, such as the Clarke's model [66] . While it is generally accepted that first-order FSMC models are more accurate for slow fading channels than for medium-rate or fast-fading channels, still today, there is no consensus about exact fading rates over which first-order FSMC models are accurately applicable for fading channels. In a later section on FSMC applications, we will provide a detailed examination of the literature on the accuracy of first-order and higher-order FSMC models for fading channels. This study will take into account the FSMC application and the criterion used for accuracy analysis.
A summary of the history of FSMC and its applications is shown in Table 1 .
BACKGROUND DEFINITIONS FOR FLAT-FADING CHANNELS
We study two important aspects of flat-fading channels in wireless communications. First, we review the channel observation equation, which relates channel input to channel output. Second, we study the time-varying nature of the fading channel, which is a key factor in its FSMC modeling. The decision to focus on flat-fading channels is made because FSMC models have been mainly used for modeling such channels in the literature. While the emphasis is on flat-fading channels, this understanding will be useful for future generalizations of FSMC models for frequency-selective fading channels.
SIGNAL OBSERVATION THROUGH THE CHANNEL
A schematic of the discrete-time, low-pass communication system under consideration is shown in Figure 2 . All frequency components of the transmitted signal will undergo a similar fading gain or attenuation. Therefore, the fading channel is referred to as frequency nonselective, frequency-flat, or simply flat-fading channel. The received signal is sampled at the receiver side at times t = T s with symbol period T s . Let us denote channel input, output, and fading channel gain by x , y , and h , respectively. Moreover, z is the complex-valued, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance per complex dimension N 0 /2. The observed signal at the receiver is given by
Throughout the article, we will refer to the frequency-flat fading channel gain or attenuation h simply as the fading channel gain. The fading channel gain h is a complex-valued random variable with in-phase (real) and quadrature (imaginary) components: h = h i, + jh q, . In polar format, the magnitude and phase of the fading channel gain are denoted by a [66] that is introduced in more detail in the next subsection. If the mean of the fading channel gain m is zero, the fading process is called Rayleigh fading, otherwise it is called Rician fading. In the Rayleigh fading model, the fading channel amplitude a has a Rayleigh probability distribution function (pdf), as shown in Figure 3 (a), which is given as
Also the fading channel phase θ is uniformly distributed as
Among other types of statistical distributions for the fading channel amplitude is the Nakagami distribution [64] . The instantaneous received SNR is defined as γ = |h | 2 E s /N 0 , where E s is the energy per symbol. The average received SNR is denoted by γ = 2σ 2 E s /N 0 . Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that the total power of the fading channel gain is 2σ 2 = 1. In the Rayleigh fading model, the instantaneous received SNR γ has an exponential distribution.
THE TIME-VARYING NATURE OF THE FADING CHANNEL
The main characteristic of the fading channel under consideration is that it is a correlated and time-varying random process. In other words, the communication channel is a dynamic system with the fading channel gain h being a random process that changes over time in a correlated manner. Tractable mathematical models are required to accurately describe time variations of the fading channel gain and its dynamics. In this article, we consider two such models: Clarke's model and the autoregressive (AR) model. Clarke's model [66] is one of the most widely used statistical models for describing the fading random process. In Clarke's model, the in-phase and imaginary components of the fading channel gain are intra-correlated and the autocorrelation function (ACF) for each component is given as [66] 
where f D is the maximum Doppler frequency shift, T s is symbol period, and J 0 (·) is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind. Because the fading channel in (1) is a frequency-flat channel and is varying with time, we refer to these class of fading channels as time-varying, flat-fading channels (TV-FFC). For the observation equation in (1) to be valid, we have assumed that the channel fading gain h stays more or less constant during one symbol transmission. This excludes extremely fast TV-FFCs, where the channel coherence time T c ≈ 1/f D is less than the symbol period T s [64] . Extremely fast fading channels, however, are not common in the majority of practical wireless communication systems, where the channel coherence time is at least a few times larger than the symbol period.
In this article, we will often refer to the fading channel memory order. The notion of fading channel memory order can be best explained in AR modeling of the TV-FFC [67] . In the AR model of order M, the fading channel gain h is statistically related to its M past realizations through
where w is a complex-valued, white coefficients (the superscript T denotes matrix transpose). Vector d can be derived from: Rd = −v. Matrix R is the M × M covariance matrix of the AR process, whose element at row m and column p is R |m−p| . Also,
Clarke's TV-FFC model is inherently non-Markovian and does not fit into AR modeling. In fact, the power spectral density of the fading process in Clarke's model is a nonrational function of frequency, whereas the power spectral density of the fading process in an AR model is a rational function of frequency [67] . However, it is possible to think of the fading process in Clarke's model as an infinite-order AR process [67] . In practice, a large, but finite memory order M may suffice for accurate AR modeling of the Clarke's fading process. In this case, one may use the first M coefficients of the ACF in Clarke's model, defined in (4), to solve the Yule-Walker equation and to obtain an AR model of order M for the fading channel. More technical details can be found in [67] . Figure 3 shows 500 samples of the Rayleigh fading channel amplitude a = |h |, where the fading channel gain sequence {h } is generated according to an AR model with memory order M = 500 and the normalized Doppler frequency shift f D T s = 0.01 using the technique described in [67] . It is noted that a normalized Doppler frequency shift f D T s = 0.01 means that the channel coherence time T c ≈ 1/f D is 100 times the symbol period T s . (4)- (6), the received signal y in the observation (1) only depends on the latest realization of the TV-FFC gain h .
THE FSMC MODEL
We introduce data-independent FSMC models, in which the channel input and channel state are statistically independent. This class of FSMC models is more suitable for modeling the TV-FFC, where the fading channel gain h and the channel input x are independent of each other.
The general definition of FSMC models, including data-dependent FSMC models can be found in [7] and [56] . Figure 5 shows a snapshot of an FSMC model with K = 4 states and its evolution in N = 4 time samples. Assume that at first time step, the channel is in state s = 0. In this state, the channel acts like a binary symmetric channel (BSC). Let us denote the binary input, output, and error in the BSC by x, y, and z, respectively, where y x ⊕ z and ⊕ denotes addition in modulo two. The error probability in the first BSC is P e0 Pr(Z = 1|S = 0). Let us assume that at the first time step, x = 1 was sent and an error z = 1 occurred with probability P e0 to produce the BSC output y = 0. This is highlighted in the figure. In the next time step, the channel moves to another state, say s = 3 with state transition probability equal to P 0→3 Pr(S = 3|S −1 = 0). The key feature of an FSMC model is that given the new state and input of the channel, communication through the channel is memoryless or independent of previous channel states, inputs, and outputs. For example, given that the new state of the channel is s = 3, the channel acts like a new BSC with another error probability P e3 = Pr(Z = 1|S = 3). As highlighted in the figure, we have assumed that at the second time step, x = 0 was sent and no error occurred or z = 0 with probability 1 − P e3 to produce the BSC output y = 0. This process is repeated for the future time steps.
WHERE IS MEMORY IN THE FSMC?
If the FSMC is a cascade of memoryless channels with time-varying channel observation law, then where is the memory in the channel? The answer is that an FSMC model has memory when the channel state is hidden to the receiver. This is often the case, and such valuable knowledge about the hidden state of the FSMC is not available at the receiver. In this case, memory is introduced to the channel output sequence y N 
It is important to note that despite the Markov FSMC state transition, the memory in y N 1 or z N 1 is not Markovian [69] . Mathematically speaking, if a genie disclosed the channel state process s N 1 to the receiver, the channel law would decompose into a series of (discrete) memoryless channels with time-varying channel observation law as
However, when FSMC states are hidden to the receiver, the channel law is not decomposable and stays as Pr y
which is non-Markovian.
FORMAL DEFINITION: THREE TYPES OF STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
The block diagram of the FSMC model is shown in Figure 6 at discrete time index . Three types of stochastic processes in FSMC models will be described next.
The first stochastic component of the FSMC model is the channel input x , which can be either a memoryless or a correlated random process. The FSMC input is often discrete valued with P possible symbols. Historically, the study of discrete-valued channel inputs in FSMC models dates back to the early works of Shannon [1] , Blackwell et al. [2] , and Gallager [7] , as well as more recent ones, such as Goldsmith et al. [27] . From [7, p. 97] , it seems that the decision not to consider continuousvalued inputs was made for the ease of analysis. According to a recent study in [55] , this assumption is not essential and with some modifications continuous-valued channel inputs may also be considered. So far, continuous-valued channel inputs in FSMC models have received far less attention in the literature.
The second stochastic component of the FSMC model is the channel state s . The number of FSMC states is finite and equal to K. As highlighted in Figure 6 , we have assumed that at time index , the state of the channel is equal to an arbitrary state s = m, m ∈ {0, . . . , K − 1}. The channel state is the output of a Markov chain. The state transition probability is the probability of moving from state k to state m and is denoted by
Therefore, the channel state transition probability matrix P is a K × K matrix as follows:
. . . . . .
Often, the Markov state process is stationary and hence, the state transition probability is independent of time index . This is a reasonable assumption in many practical communication scenarios, where channel statistics do not change rapidly over time. In this article, we consider only indecomposable FSMC 
Markovian Genie
models, where roughly speaking, the influence of the initial channel state fades out with time. Let us denote the stationary probability of being in state k by π k = Pr(S = k). For stationary Markov models, the stationary state probability vector
T is the solution to the eigenvalue equation
where superscript T denotes matrix or vector transpose. The third type of stochastic process in the FSMC model is the one that probabilistically maps the channel input x to the channel output y at each channel state s . In other words, for each FSMC state, there is a corresponding memoryless channel, which determines the channel's input-output relationship. This probabilistic relationship is often referred to as the channel observation law, or simply as the channel law, and is denoted by Pr(y |x , s ). The channel output y is often discrete valued. However, a continuous channel output is also allowed. The channel observation law is independent of time index , due to stationarity.
For practical communication purposes, it is often useful to introduce the FSMC error or noise z , which is a function of the current channel input and output such as z = f(x , y ). The corresponding error probability is given by Pr(z |x , s ), which is shown in the lower part of Figure  6 . The FSMC error probability often depends on the type of modulation at the transmitter, the physical law that governs the channel input-output relationship, and the type of detection at the receiver.
It is important to note that the presence of the stochastic channel input, unknown to the receiver, makes an FSMC model distinct from a classical hidden Markov model. In a hidden Markov model, there are only two types of stochastic processes: hidden Markov state s which is observed in stochastic noise process z . Similarly, the presence of the stochastic channel state, unknown to the receiver, makes an FSMC model distinct from a memoryless channel. In a memoryless channel, there are only two types of stochastic processes: channel input x and memoryless noise z .
HOW TO GENERATE A SEQUENCE OF N CHANNEL OUTPUTS IN AN FSMC MODEL
For simplicity, assume that the input is independent, and uniformly distributed (i.u.d) with P possible symbols. However, other input distributions are possible. c) Generate the new channel output y according the channel law probability mass function (pmf) Pr(y |x , s ) with y ∈ {0, . . . , Q − 1} for discrete-valued channel outputs or according to the channel law pdf f(y |x , s ) for continuous-valued channel outputs. 3) If ≤ N, go back to step 2; otherwise, stop. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 5 for an FSMC model with K = 4 states, N = 4, and a binary symmetric channel (BSC) in each state with P = 2 and Q = 2 input and output symbols, respectively.
FSMC MODELS FOR FLAT-FADING CHANNELS
THREE MAIN QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Consider the fading channel model in Figure 2 and the FSMC model in Figure 6 , and let us assume that both channels are connected to the same channel input and produce channel outputs that belong to the same alphabet set. The main question is: how can we model the fading channel with an FSMC? To answer this question, we must first divide this general question into three more specific questions and provide an outline of the answer to each one, illustrated with simple first-order FSMC examples. We provide formal definitions later. 
STATE TRANSITION PROBABILITY
What is the relationship between state transition probability in the FSMC model and the TV-FFC channel gain dynamics and statistics? EXAMPLE Referring to Figure 7 , the state transition probability P k→m = Pr(S = m|S −1 = k) is the probability that the fading amplitude a moves from region r k at time index − 1 to region r m at time index . In the example of Figure 7, we have
CHANNEL OBSERVATION LAW What is the relationship between channel observation law in each FSMC state and the observation equation (1) in the TV-FFC?
EXAMPLE
The channel observation law in the kth FSMC state Pr(y |x , S = k) is the probability that we observe channel output y given the channel input x in the TV-FFC and provided that the fading amplitude is in the kth region r k . In the example of Figure 7 , we can write
which will be discussed later in more detail.
FIRST-ORDER FSMC MODELS FOR THE TV-FFC
In the literature, first-order FSMC modeling of the TV-FFC is most commonly used. In this section, we discuss how first-order FSMC models can be obtained for fading channels and postpone the discussion on the applicability and accuracy of the firstorder assumption to later in the article. There are three possibilities for modeling a TV-FFC with a first-order FSMC. 
FSMC modeling of the TV-FFC amplitude a or the received SNR γ has been predominantly studied in the literature from 1995 onwards [13] - [21] , [23] - [26] , [28] , [40] - [50] . In amplitude-only FSMC modeling, the effects of unknown channel phase on the received signal are not considered. This modeling is more suitable for applications, where the channel phase can be estimated and compensated prior to decoding or where differential or noncoherent detection is used. More recently, FSMC modeling of the TV-FFC phase θ (or both in-phase h i and quadrature h q components, which together contain phase and amplitude information) has been considered by various researchers including [33] , [35] - [38] , and [59] . By including the fading phase in the FSMC model, various joint channel estimation and coherent data decoding techniques for phase-sensitive modulations in the presence of (fast) time-varying channel amplitude and phase distortions have become possible. These techniques will be addressed in the applications of FSMC models for fading channels later in the article.
FIRST-ORDER FSMC MODELS FOR THE TV-FFC AMPLITUDE OR RECEIVED SNR
States correspond to partitioning the TV-FFC amplitude a or the received SNR γ into K nonoverlapping regions such as [0,
, where the v k denote fading amplitude partition thresholds. An example of partitioning the TV-FFC amplitude a into five regions is shown in Figure 7 . Since the instantaneous received SNR γ is proportional to the square of the TV-FFC amplitude a 2 (γ = a 2 E s /N 0 ), partitioning the
. Therefore, it suffices to consider FSMC modeling of the TV-FFC amplitude a.
In Figure 7 (a), the steady-state probability of each FSMC state is derived by integrating the pdf of the TV-FFC amplitude a over the corresponding region as
where f A (a) is the analytical pdf of the fading amplitude. Rayleigh fading pdf is a widely used statistical model for fading amplitude in the FSMC modeling [14] , [15] , [18] , [25] , [26] , [28] , [33] , [35] - [38] , [40] - [48] , [50] , [59] . For Rayleigh fading, the pdf f A (a) was given in (2) . Other statistical models used for the FSMC modeling of the fading amplitude include Rician [16] , [17] , [19] , [49] and Nakagami m [23] , [24] . Having an analytical expression for f A (a) is not necessary for obtaining FSMC steady-state probabilities. Instead, fading channel field measurements or simulated data can be partitioned into the desired K nonoverlapping regions. In this case, the ratio of occurrences of the kth region over the total number of measurements can be used as an estimate of π k . The state transition probability P k→m = Pr(S = m|S −1 = k) is the probability that fading channel amplitude moves from region r k at time index − 1 to region r m at time index . This is loosely shown in Figure 7 (a). Strictly speaking, however, the state transition probabilities should be derived from integrating the joint pdf of the TV-FFC amplitude over two consecutive time indices and over the desired regions as 
Magnitude of the Fading Channel Gain, a=|h|
where the denominator is the steady-state probability of being in state k as defined in (14) . For the Rayleigh fading channel, the joint pdf of the fading amplitude f a −1 , a has a closed form and numerical integration of (15) is possible, which has been used to obtain FSMC state transition probabilities P k→m in [15] , [22] , [35] , and [59] . For obtaining channel observation law in each FSMC state, an expression for the probability of observing output y given input x and the instantaneous channel amplitude a is needed, which is denoted by Pr(y|x, a) or f(y|x, a) (the latter is used if y is continuous). This depends on the type of modulation at the transmitter and detection at the receiver. For example, in binary noncoherent detection of frequency shift keying (BFSK), Pr(Y=0|X=1, a)
The channel observation law in each FSMC state is the normalized average of instantaneous observation probability over the desired TV-FFC amplitude region. That is,
where the denominator is the steady-state probability of being in state k as defined in [14] .
APPROXIMATION OF STATE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES
In [14] , the authors proposed a method to approximate state transition probabilities P k→m in the first-order FSMC model for the fading amplitude or the received SNR in Rayleigh fading channels. The advantage of the approximate method is that it provides single-letter solutions for FSMC state transition probabilities and can replace numerical evaluation of the double integration in (15) in real-time applications. Referring to Figure 7 , [14] assumed that from time − 1 to , the fading channel amplitude either stays in the same region r k or it transits to its immediate neighboring regions r k−1 or r k+1 . Therefore, FSMC states can only loop back to themselves or move to immediate previous/next states. In other words,
The above assumptions are reasonably accurate when the rate of temporal variations in the TV-FFC (determined by the normalized fading rate f D T s ) is relatively slow and the number of states is not so high. As the number of regions for the fading amplitude increases, the possibility of state transition among nonneighboring states increases and should be taken into account.
Let us denote the level crossing rate (LCR) at amplitude boundary threshold v k by N k , which is the number of times per second that the fading amplitude a crosses v k in a downward direction and is given as [14] 
where f D is the maximum Doppler frequency shift and σ 2 is the variance of the fading channel gain per complex dimension. The transition probability from state k to state k − 1 was approximated in [14] to be the ratio of the LCR at point v k to the average number of symbols per second that is transmitted in state k, which is equal to R k = π k / T s . In summary,
Similarly, the transition probability from state k to state k + 1 was approximated in [14] to be the ratio of the LCR at point v k+1 to the average number of symbols per second that is transmitted in state k. That is,
Other state transition probabilities are given as
, and
The authors in [14] verified the validity of approximate state transition probabilities through computer simulations of the TV-FFC for the normalized fading rates of f D T s = 0.0001 and f D T s = 0.001 and K = 8 equiprobable amplitude states. Other researchers including [16] , [23] , [25] , [26] , and [47] have used this approximation method.
SELECTION OF AMPLITUDE REGION BOUNDARIES
Selection of the amplitude region boundaries v k is a key factor that determines the accuracy and applicability of the obtained FSMC model for the fading channel. Finding a clear-cut solution for the best way of selecting the region boundaries is not straightforward. The criterion for optimality or accuracy strongly depends on the application. We now discuss some of the main partitioning methods used in the literature, which will be revisited in light of FSMC applications for fading channels later in the article. Equiprobable partitioning of fading amplitude is a reasonable, but the ad-hoc method that has been used in the literature [14] , [15] , [23] , [35] . In this method, steady-state probabilities for all obtained FSMC states are equal to π k = 1/K. In the equiprobable partitioning of the TV-FFC amplitude into K states, region boundaries are given as [35] 
where σ 2 is the variance of the fading channel gain per complex dimension.
Another criterion is to minimize the quantization MSE using the Lloyd-Max technique [18] , [70] . In this method, each region r k is represented by a single quantized point in that region denoted by c k = a k , which results in the minimum quantization MSE. If the Lloyd-Max technique is used for the FSMC modeling of Rayleigh fading amplitude, states will not be equiprobable. Due to the nonlinear relationship between SNR and BER performance, nonuniform amplitude partitioning may be useful to obtain more accurate estimates of system performance measures, such as BER, PER, or packet throughput. However, the advantage of this method over equiprobable method may diminish as the number of fading amplitude states K increases [23] .
Other partitioning schemes have been proposed in the literature. In [25] , the authors partitioned the received SNR according to the (average) time duration of each state. The average state duration is chosen so that transitions only happen to current and adjacent states and also each data packet in each state approximately experiences the nominal state BER. In [26] , the authors proposed a new partitioning scheme that takes into account the relationship between SNR and fade duration at a given SNR. In [59] , the effect of Rayleigh fading amplitude partitioning thresholds on the obtained FSMC capacity is discussed. Selecting a partitioning scheme that results in the highest FSMC capacity can serve as a guideline for designing receivers that use FSMC modeling of fading channels for channel estimation and decoding.
FIRST-ORDER FSMC MODELS FOR THE TV-FFC AMPLITUDE AND PHASE
First-order FSMC modeling of the TV-FFC amplitude and phase can be suitable for tracking time variations of channel phase for certain fading rates. The instantaneous TV-FFC amplitude a is partitioned into K 1 nonoverlapping regions, where the k 1 th region is r k 1 = [v k 1 , v k 1 +1 ) as before (see Figure 7) . The range of fading phase [0, 2π) is also partitioned into K 2 non-overlapping regions, where the k 2 th phase region is
). This is shown in Figure 7 for K 2 = 4 phase regions.
The FSMC is said to be in state s = k if the instantaneous TV-
Phase-only FSMC modeling of the TV-FFC is a special case where there is a single region for fading amplitude: a ∈ [0, ∞) (K 1 = 1) 2 . Steady-state probability in joint phase and amplitude FSMC modeling of the TV-FFC is the probability that the fading amplitude resides in the region
) and the fading phase resides in the region
). This probability is given by integrating the pdf of the TV-FFC amplitude and phase over the desired regions
where we have assumed that fading amplitude and phase are independent of each other (as in the Rayleigh fading). Strictly speaking, the state-transition probabilities P k→m should be derived from integrating the joint pdf of the TV-FFC amplitude and phase over two consecutive time indices and over the desired regions. Although the joint pdf f (a −1 , a , θ −1 , θ ) is available in closed form for the Rayleigh fading channel, numerical computation of the quadruple integral involving f (a −1 , a , θ −1 , θ ) over the regions is time consuming. Therefore, we can use the following Monte Carlo method to obtain an estimate of P k→m .
■ Generate a long sequence of simulated complex-valued TV-FFC gains h N 1 , according to the simulation method in [67] or the references therein. ■ For each state index m, k ∈ {0, . . . , K − 1}, find the number of joint occurrences that two consecutive fading amplitude and phase a , a −1 , θ , and θ −1 belong to regions
). For obtaining the channel observation law in each FSMC state, we need the probability of observing channel output y given channel input x, the instantaneous channel amplitude a and the instantaneous channel phase θ , which is denoted as Pr (y|x, a, θ) or f(y|x, a, θ) . This depends on the type of modulation at the transmitter and detection at the receiver. For example, according to (1), f(y|x, a, θ) is the pdf of the complex-valued Gaussian noise z with variance N 0 /2 per dimension and mean m = a cos(θ)x + ja sin(θ)x. The channel observation law in each FSMC state is the normalized average of instantaneous observation probability over the desired TV-FFC amplitude and phase regions. That is,
where the denominator is the steady-state probability of being in state k as defined in (14) .
HIGHER-ORDER FSMC MODELS FOR THE TV-FFC
The main difference between the first-order FSMC model and higher-order FSMC model for the TV-FFC is that a higherorder FSMC model keeps track of the fading channel gain deeper in the past. In particular, the state s in an M th-order FSMC model represents M realizations of the fading channel gain (or its components) from time index to time index − M + 1. There are three distinct ways to obtain Mth-order FSMC models for the TV-FFC:
1) Cartesian product (CP) method 2) vector quantization (VQ) method 3) context-tree pruning (CTP) method.
CP METHOD
A schematic of the CP method is shown in Figure 8 . Each state s in the Mth-order FSMC is a composite state that keeps track of M first-order FSMC states, which are now referred to as substates and denoted by u to u −M . In other words, the CP method performs sample-by-sample partitioning of the individual fading channel gain or its components to D regions according to the methods described in the previous section and then inflates the state space to K = D M . Therefore, in the CP method, the number of FSMC states grows exponentially with memory order M. The authors in [18] , [19] , and [36] have considered constructing Mth-order FSMC models using the CP method. The Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) algorithm (see [64, p. 117 ] for the original LBG reference) is a widely used iterative technique to obtain the codevectors and their associated regions in the VQ method. For the LBG algorithm to work properly, a relatively large number of training vectors are required. The training vectors used to obtain quantization regions are shown in Figure 9 . Training vectors for fading channels can be obtained using Monte-Carlo techniques to generate a fading process. For example, refer to [67] and the references therein. Given the training vectors, the LBG design criterion is to find partition regions and codevectors that minimize the average distortion across all training vectors. The distortion is defined as the square distance between training vectors and the associated centroids. Figure 9 also compares the CP and VQ methods. As mentioned before, the CP method is a sample-by-sample quantization of the fading channel. To keep the number of states in both cases equal, D = 4 equiprobable amplitude partition regions are used for each a and a −1 component [see (21) ], resulting in K = 4 2 states. The shape of each region in the CP method is forced to be rectangular. Therefore, the CP method is a very special case of the VQ method. The same training vectors used for the VQ method are overlayed on the rectangular CP regions on the right. Since the 
CP method fails to capture correlations in the fading channel gain, it results in a less efficient representation of the fading channel in the FSMC states. In [18] and [36] , the authors have compared constructing Mth FSMC models using the CP and VQ methods for two different applications of channel error burst modeling and decoding at the receiver, respectively, and have concluded that with the same number of states K in both FSMC models, the VQ method results in more accurate FSMC models for the TV-FFC or in better receiver BER performance.
In a VQ-based FSMC model for the TV-FFC, channel observation law in the kth state is approximated in terms of the centroid of the associated region. According to (1), the channel observation, given the current TV-FFC gain realization h and current channel input x , is independent of previous channel realizations. Therefore, the channel observation law in the VQ-based FSMC model only depends on the last component of the region centroid. For example, in the second-order VQ-based FSMC model for the TV-FFC amplitude in Figure 9 , we can write
where (a ,k , a −1,k ) is the centroid for region r k . This approximation becomes more accurate as the number of states K becomes larger.
CTP METHOD
CTP is the third technique for obtaining higher-order FSMC models for fading channels, proposed in [17] and [49] . Let us first assume that a sample-by-sample quantization of the fading channel gain sequence of length N is available and the discrete-valued fading channel gain sequence is denoted by u N 1 , The CTP method is an algorithm to estimate the contexts from the training sequence u N 1 and to simplify the full tree by merging contexts. By applying more aggressive thresholds within the CTP state merging strategy, it is possible to generate a hierarchy of CT-based models for the TV-FFC with decreasing levels of complexity (parameter size), but with lower fidelity than the best model at the top of hierarchy. Fidelity can be selected according to the application and is a goodness-of-fit criterion that judges model quality. Therefore, the model designer can choose an appropriate balance between Markov model accuracy and complexity. In [17] , a maximum CT depth of M = 7 was imposed when obtaining the context set and it was found that the actual context length for fading channels with f D T s ≥ 0.01 was always strictly less than seven in all constructed models.
NUMBER OF FSMC STATES
Before concluding this section, we comment on the required number of FSMC states for representing the TV-FFC. There is no clear-cut solution on how to select the number of fading states in the FSMC model. This may depend on many factors including application, model complexity, required accuracy and modulation/demodulation format, and the coding scheme. There is often a trade-off between model accuracy and its complexity. In the first-order FSMC models considered in the literature (either in the developed theory or in provided numerical examples), the number of considered FSMC states K ranges from 2-4 [13] , [20] , [21] , [27] , [28] , [38] , [47] , [50] to 1,000-2,000 [15] , [23] . However, the middle range of K = 8 to K = 64 states is more widely used [14] , [18] , [19] , [23] , [24] , [26] , [33] , [35] - [37] , [59] and is generally accepted to have a better balance between accuracy and model complexity than FSMC models with smaller number of states. The number of input symbols P in the FSMC model is also a factor for the physical layer analysis of fading channels. The number of FSMC states K = 8 or K = 16 is aligned with binary signaling P = 2. For example, it is shown in [59] that the first-order FSMC capacity saturates with D = 8 to D = 16 partition regions for the TV-FFC in binary signaling. For higher dimensional modulations ( P > 2), a larger number of partition regions D may be required for the fading channel gain. While the number of partitions D is mainly influenced by application (such as the modulation dimensionality), the FSMC memory order M is mainly affected by the required accuracy. In the intermediate fading region, model accuracy should be improved by increasing the FSMC memory order M. The effect of FSMC memory order on model accuracy will be discussed in more detail in the section devoted to FSMC applications.
APPLICATIONS AND APPLICABILITY OF FSMC FOR CHANNELS WITH MEMORY
In this section, our goal is to categorize applications and applicability of FSMC models for channels with memory and in particular, for TV-FFCs. While a wide range of FSMC applications for channels with memory has been proposed and studied in the literature, it is often hard to find a unified and explicit classification of these applications, especially in terms of their practical significance. In this article, we identify four main applications for FSMC modeling of channels with memory. An effort has been made to make this new classification as general and comprehensive as possible. With the use of this classification, we then provide an application-based investigation of the FSMC model accuracy and design criteria for TV-FFCs. The following four subsections will consider in more detail the applications of FSMC models for channels with memory and their corresponding design and applicability measures.
APPLICATION ONE: MODELING CHANNEL ERROR BURSTS FOR ANALYTICAL OR SIMULATION-BASED PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
FSMC models are well suited to represent burst of errors that are commonly observed in channels with memory. The Markovian channel state transition probability often results in mathematically tractable expressions for system performance measures. FSMC models also enable faster simulation of burstnoise channels during system design stages.
ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Traditionally, FSMC models have been used to evaluate the error rate performance of coded communication systems through channels with memory. The research activity in this area can be traced back to the early work by Elliott in 1963 [4] , in which he studied and compared error correcting capability of various channel codes used in burst-noise telephone circuits. One novel aspect of Elliott's work was that using the mathematical tractability of the GEC model, he provided closed form and recursive expressions for PED, which is defined as the probability of m errors in a coded block of length n and is denoted by P(m, n) . In [4] , P (m, n) is expressed in terms of two quantities: 1) the probability of m errors in a coded block of length n, given that the channel is in the good state at the start of block, which is denoted by G (m, n) and 2) the probability of m errors in a coded block of length n, given that the channel is in the bad state at the start of block, which is denoted by B (m, n) . Quantities G (m, n) and B (m, n) are, in turn, recursively related to PED in good and bad states in a smaller coded block of size n − 1:
, and B (m − 1, n − 1). The recursive expressions for PED in [4] can be readily extended to FSMC models with more number of states and the expressions are given in [17] . The analytical solution for the PED enables system designers to evaluate PER in a block-coded system that is capable of correcting t errors in a block of size n, which is given as
PER and PED for the FSMC modeling of fading channels have been investigated in [15] - [19] .
FSMC models also enable analytical study of packet throughput in wireless data protocols operating through correlated time-varying fading channels. In [21] , a first-order Markov model is proposed for the block sucess/failure, which is based on two-level quantization of the square of the continuous-valued channel amplitude a 2 . In particular, the block or packet success/failure is a binary random variable β, where β = 0 and β = 1 represent packet success and failure, respectively, and are related to a 2 as
where 1/F is coined as the fading margin. It is assumed that block success/failure β is a first-order Markov process that only depends on β −1 . Using the above model for block success/failure, the authors in [21] provided closed-form expressions for the throughput of proposed data protocols. The authors also indicate that by taking channel memory into account in the design of data protocols, better throughput performance can be obtained compared to using an independent (memoryless) channel model. In [16] , the authors provide some theoretical insight about the applicability of the twolevel quantized model in (29) to represent block success/failure. FSMC models also enable closed-form analysis of the fade duration distribution in the TV-FFC [15] , [22] . Fade duration is the period of time that the power of a fading process spends below the fading margin 1/F. Fade duration distribution is of interest in the coding/decoding design stages, but does not have a closed-form solution in Clarke's model and requires simulation-based analysis of fade duration distribution. Therefore, an FSMC model can be used to provide a more efficient way for system analysis and design.
FASTER CHANNEL SIMULATIONS
Obtaining a closed-form expression for the performance measure in a coded system may not be always possible. However, FSMC models are still useful in providing more efficient error burst modeling and faster channel simulations. Instead of the time-consuming process of passing the transmitted signal through the TV-FFC and processing the received signal to determine if an erroneous decision is made, one can replace the original fading channel with an FSMC model and then use the FSMC model to directly simulate samples of the channel error process at the output of the demodulator in a much faster way [23] . Using FSMC models instead of Clarke's model for channel simulation becomes a major advantage for analyzing more complex communication systems which include diversity [23] , [24] or multicarrier techniques [24] . Once the FSMC states, state transition probabilities, and probability of error in each state is determined, channel simulation comprises of generating two sequences of (independent) uniform random variables, one to decide whether state transition has taken place and the other to determine whether an error has occurred in each state [23] (see the end of section on FSMC models). The authors in [23] have used this simulation model to study the coded BER in three main diversity schemes.
FSMC models have been also used in [25] for faster and more convenient system-level analysis of wireless video transmission by avoiding bit-level simulations.
DESIGN TECHNIQUES AND ACCURACY CRITERIA
Evidently, in order to evaluate and analyze a system performance measure, one needs to first design an FSMC model for the physical TV-FFC under consideration. For modeling channel error bursts, researchers have considered FSMC modeling of the fading channel amplitude a or the received SNR γ . In the literature, it is implicitly or explicitly assumed that channel phase is either estimated prior to coherent demodulation, or modulation and detection are not sensitive to phase distortions. This could be a reasonable assumption in very slow fading conditions with the normalized fading rate f D T s 1. A fundamental issue in the design of FSMC models is how accurate and reliable the resulting system performance measures are. A natural criterion for accuracy would be how the obtained performance measures in the FSMC model compare with those in the reference model for the TV-FFC (such as the Clarke's model or the AR model) or with those obtained through field measurements. Examples, include comparison of packet error rates [15] packet error distribution [17] [18] [19] , BER [23] , packet throughput [20] , [21] , and fade duration [15] , [22] in the FSMC and in the reference TV-FFC models. The other criterion is how accurately the FSMC model can reproduce channel statistics. Comparison of the ACF in the TV-FFC with that in the FSMC model is the widely accepted statistical measure and has been studied in [15] , [17] , [19] , and [26] in order to verify the FSMC design technique. Other statistical measures include comparison of state transition probabilities between the FSMC model and simulated Clarke's fading model [14] , [24] , [25] , state duration or steady-state probabilities [25] , [26] . In summary, the authors above have aimed to optimize amplitude region thresholds and/or FSMC memory order in order to reproduce the closest performance measure or channel statistics, compared with the reference model, subject to complexity constraints on the FSMC model. The effect of Markov memory order in the FSMC model is discussed below in more detail.
THE EFFECT OF MARKOV MEMORY ORDER
The suitable choice of Markov memory order in the FSMC-based system performance analysis and evaluation has been the subject of research since 1996 [48] . The first-order Markovian assumption for the TV-FFC amplitude means that given a −1 , a is independent of any other previous amplitude realizations a −2 , . . . . In [48] , the authors proposed an information-theoretic measure for validating the first-order Markovian assumption in the FSMC model. The authors stated that when the information in a −2 about a given a −1 is small, then the first-order FSMC model is sufficient for describing the TV-FFC amplitude. In particular, they investigated the ratio between mutual information between a and a −2 given a −1 , I(A ; A −2 |A −1 ), to the mutual information between a and the pair {a −1 , a −2 }, I(A ; A −2 , A −1 ). Based on this criterion, [48] concluded that the first-order FSMC model is accurate for TV-FFCs for the considered normalized fading rate of f D T s < 0.002. This criterion was subsequently used in [16] , [20] or validating the first-order block success/failure for wireless data protocols. This information-theoretic measure was later criticized in [15] where it was shown that the mutual information ratio
can only have some validity in justifying whether a second-order FSMC model is marginally better than a first-order FSMC model. By means of comparing the ACF, BER, and fade duration distribution, the authors in [15] then concluded that first-order FSMC models are only accurate for very slow fading channels and short-duration applications (such as analysis of BER with short block lengths) and inaccurate for long-duration applications (such as analysis of fade duration distribution). An improved version of the information-theoretic criterion that takes into account more memory of the block success/failure was later investigated in [50] . By comparing the PED in the first-order and second-order FSMC models with simulation results in the reference Clarke's model, the authors in [18] verified that it is possible to obtain more accurate evaluation of PED using the secondorder VQ-based FSMC model. By using the CT-based Markov modeling for two-to four-level quantization of the TV-FFC amplitude, the authors in [17] and [19] The above observations are intuitively justifiable to some extent. When the fading channel is very slow, the most recent realization of the fading channel gain may be enough to statistically represent its history. For example, fading channel amplitudes a , a −1 , a −2 , . . . are expected to be similar. Therefore, we can only keep track of a −1 at time index and drop the rest. Based on this argument, we can only conclude that among FSMC models of various orders, more accurate accounts of the slow fading regime may not be found by increasing the memory order. However, we cannot rule out the existence of completely different types of (non-Markovian) channels that could provide more accurate representations of slow fading channels. The fact that first-order FSMC models are still approximations of slow TV-FFCs can be confirmed by observing the differences between the ACF in the slow TV-FFC in Clarke's model, given in (4), and the ACF in the first-order FSMC model [15] , [17] , [19] , [26] .
On the other hand, when the fading channel is very fast, fading channel gain changes in an almost uncorrelated manner. For example, a has little dependence on a −1 , a −2 , . . . . Hence, there is almost no memory in the channel. However, in the intermediate regime, the channel changes neither very slowly to be represented by its most recent realization nor very fast to be memoryless. In this case, a longer sequence of previous fading channel gains are required to represent channel's evolution in time. The authors in [17] , [49] also mention that high-order FSMC models may be more useful in applications related to analyzing packet error behavior or channel statistics (such as the ACF), whereas for wireless protocol evaluation low-order FSMC model may suffice [17] . The requirement of having high-order FSMC models for accurate representation of fading channel statistics and packet error behavior was later confirmed by [19] for f D T s < 0.1.
APPLICATION TWO: DECODING IN CHANNELS WITH MEMORY USING FSMC MODELS
The second main application of FSMC models is in receivers that operate through channels with memory. While the first application of FSMC models for system performance analysis dates back to the work by Elliott in 1963 [4] , the application of FSMC models for decoding is more recent and can be traced back to the work of Mushkin and Bar-David in 1989 [10] .
ADVANTAGES
One of the main advantages of using FSMC models for decoding in channels with memory is their mathematical tractability. First, there is only a finite number of states in the FSMC model that need to be estimated at the receiver, compared to continuous-valued channels with memory with an infinite state space. Estimating only a finite number of channel states can be especially advantageous in the low SNR conditions, where having a channel estimate with lower precision and higher reliability is better than having a channel estimate with higher precision but limited reliability [37] . For example, instead of estimating the continuous-valued TV-FFC amplitude a, one can use a two-state estimation method to determine whether a ∈ [0, v 1 ) or a ∈ [v 1 , ∞). Second, the Markovian property of channel state transitions in the FSMC model brings further tractability in the channel estimation and decoding algorithm. Together, the finitestate and Markovian nature of FSMC models facilitate integration of the model into powerful and well-known decoding techniques such as the Forward-Backward or Bahl-CockeJelinek-Raviv (BCJR) (see [64, p. 519] for the original BCJR reference) maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding. As a result, researchers have considered the problem of channel coding and decoding over channels with memory, and in particular over TV-FFC s, which are modeled by FSMCs.
Another advantage of using FSMC-based decoding is the potential for achieving higher information rates through the channel. In [10] , the authors defined the notion of channel memory content μ for the GEC (not to be confused with the Markov memory order M defined previously) as
where b and g are channel state transition probabilities as shown in Figure 1 . The authors then rigorously proved that with the error probability in the good and bad states, P G and P B , and the ratio ρ = g/b being fixed, the GEC capacity C μ decreases as channel memory content μ decreases. The GEC assumes its minimum capacity when channel memory μ is zero, which is also denoted as C NM (no memory). That is, C μ ≥ C NM . Intuitively, this is generally true for FSMC models with more number of states and the memory content in the channel results in an increased information capacity, compared to its memoryless channel counterpart with the same error probability in each state. Therefore, if an FSMC model can accurately represent a channel with memory, it is expected that by use of specialized coding and decoding techniques for FSMC models one may achieve higher information rates.
CHALLENGES
The main issue is how to approach the true FSMC capacity and utilize its memory. According to [10] , there are two major difficulties. First, not much is known about good channel codes for FSMC models, compared to memoryless channels. Second, decoding complexity of such codes would depend on channel memory and code block length. Due to the lack of good channel codes for channels with memory, so far, the practical solution has been to disperse bursts of errors by using an interleaver/deinterleaver pair at the transmitter and receiver. If the interleaver is deep enough, the cascade of interleaver, channel, and deinterleaver can be considered memoryless and standard decoding techniques developed for AWGN channels can be applied. Since the interleaver/deinterleaver pair is an invertible process, it does not potentially change the achievable information rate through the channel [10] . However, since the conventional decoding algorithms at the receiver treat the interleaved channel as memoryless, the achievable information rate will be limited to C NM . This has motivated researchers to investigate this problem and propose decoding schemes to approach the true FSMC capacity.
PROPOSED TECHNIQUES
The first technique for approaching information rates in the GEC higher than that of the memoryless case C NM was proposed in [10] , which was later generalized to FSMC models in [27] . The authors proposed a decision-feedback decoder, which is comprised of a channel-state estimator and an ML decoder. Since the channel-state estimator uses previous ML estimates of input symbols, this method is prone to error propagation [27] . Assume that the output of the ML estimated symbol is in error. Since this decision is fed back to the channel state estimator, the channel state estimator will be in error too. The erroneous channel state estimate will be used in the next ML symbol estimation round and hence, the error propagates. To avoid error propagation, [28] has proposed an alternative strategy, called the output-feedback decoder, which does not use previous symbols decisions and only relies on previous received symbols. In [29] , the authors studied achievable information rates in the output-feedback decoder proposed in [28] . It was shown that the state estimation is only possible at the price of decreasing information rate and reducing the input symbol entropy rate. In particular, for the class of uniformly-symmetric and variable-noise FSMC models defined in [27] , channel state estimation in the output-feedback decoder is not possible with the capacity-achieving i.u.d. input distribution. By choosing an input distribution which is non-i.u.d., one is effectively introducing redundancy or structure into the channel input signal, which enables (implicit or output-feedback) channel state process estimation, but reduces information rate below the channel information capacity. In another approach, existing capacity approaching codes for AWGN channels, such as turbo codes and LDPC codes, have been modified and extended for decoding through FSMC models. The authors in [30] proposed turbo-decoding for the GEC that avoided channel interleaving. The decoding technique builds a supertrellis to jointly describe the finite state of the channel and the finite state of the turbo encoder and modifies decoding equations. Code design is shown to have a considerable effect on the error rate performance. The optimum number of constituent turbo encoders is chosen to balance between providing diversity and weakening each decoder due to puncturing. The numerical error rates show that information rates higher than the memoryless capacity C NM are achievable. Incorporating the GEC and FSMC model into the message passing in LDPC decoding has been studied in [34] and [31] , respectively and superior error rate performance compared to decoding techniques that do not take channel statistics into account is shown. In [32] , density evolution analysis is extended from memoryless channels to the GEC, which can be used to determine the region of GEC parameters over which LDPC decoding is successful.
Recently, a successive decoding technique for FSMC models was proposed in [33] , which is optimal with near-capacity performance, but at the expense of large codewords and decoding stages and hence, complexity and delay.
APPLICABILITY OF THE METHODS
The proposed decoding methods in application two are mainly concerned with the FSMC-based modeling and decoding at the receiver from a theoretical viewpoint, i.e., they consider decoding properties of a receiver that operates in a communication channel ideally represented by an FSMC model. Given this assumption, research focus has been to utilize encoding and decoding techniques to provide the best BER performance at the receiver and to approach the theoretical FSMC capacity. Obviously, physical channels differ from the ideal FSMC. Nevertheless, theoretical analysis and understanding of decoding through an ideal FSMC provides invaluable insight, as well as trackable analytical tools that can be used to study decoding in real physical channels. Another advantage of this approach is that comparison among different methods in terms of computational complexity, BER performance, and capacity approaching behavior becomes possible.
However, the natural question is the applicability of FSMCbased decoding in a physical channel with memory. This has more recently been the subject of research, as described in the next application.
APPLICATION THREE: THE MISMATCHED DECODING SETUP
The analysis in application two focused on optimized decoding as if the actual transmission had taken place through the FSMC model with disregard for its physical accuracy. Whereas, the decoding performance analysis in the third application assumes that the actual communication takes place over a physical communication channel, such as the TV-FFC, and it is only the decoding at the receiver that is based on a simplified and mismatched FSMC model. Mismatched FSMC-based decoding can be advantageous due to its mathematical tractability and promising FSMC-based decoding techniques that were described in the previous subsection. However, it should be noted that due to the mismatch between the channel and the decoder there is an immediate decrease in the achievable information rate [71] , even if the FSMC-based decoding were optimal for the FSMC model.
Making the distinction between application two and three in the literature is not always easy. Although [33] have considered the FSMC modeling of underlying TV-FFC, whether the numerical BER results are provided by passing the transmitted data through the TV-FFC or through the obtained FSMC model is unknown to the authors of this article. Therefore, [33] has been classified in application two.
Research work in the mismatched FSMC-based decoding setup for the TV-FFC includes [35] - [39] . Joint MAP sequence detection and channel state estimation are proposed or used in [35] , [36] , and [38] . Joint iterative channel state estimation and decoding using the BCJR algorithm are proposed or used in [37] , [39] , which is based on supertrellis or separate trellises of the turbo code and the FSMC model.
In this application, the main design and performance criterion is not how the FSMC model can reproduce the statistical aspects of the real TV-FFC, but rather, the design criterion is the ability of the FSMC-based receiver to decode well and reliably in spite of receiver mismatch and the ability to minimize the gap between the information rates that are achievable. In [36] , the authors compared the BER performance of two receivers based on the first-and second-order Markov models, using joint MAP sequence detection and channel state estimation [35] . The actual communication channel was assumed to be a TV-FFC according to the Clarke's model. Interestingly, for a fixed number of channel states in two models, the BER performance of the first-order Markov receiver outperforms that of the second-order Markov receiver (even when a VQ method is used to obtain the second-order FSMC model). As a result, it is concluded in [36] that first-order FSMC models are adequate for decoding purposes and provide a good tradeoff between decoding complexity and error rate performance. From an information theoretic viewpoint, the lower bound on the achievable mismatched information rates [71] for first-order and second-order FSMC-based receivers were compared in [51] . It was concluded that first-order FSMC-based mismatched ML decoding incurs little information rate loss for normalized fading rates f D T s 0.01, whereas for the faster fading rate of f D T s 0.1, the use of second-order FSMC models is beneficial to achieve higher information rates.
APPLICATION FOUR: ADAPTIVE TRANSMISSION
Adaptive transmission is particularly important for efficient transmission of data packets in wireless networks. As the name suggests, in the adaptive scheme the transmitter adapts its coding strategy based on some side information about the quality of the fading channel (and possibly based on available traffic and data buffer resources). The objective is often to devise an efficient adaptive scheme that maximizes the rate of reliable data transmission or the probability of successful file transfer at a tolerable cost, such as transmission delay or power.
The side information for adaptive transmission is often provided by the receiver via a feedback link. For example, side information can be the fading level, which is obtained at the receiver by doing extra processing/measurements such as channel estimation. Alternatively, the receiver can send back the success or failure in packet decoding, such as acknowledgments (ACK) or negative acknowledgments (NAK) in the automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocol. In loose terms, in poor channel conditions the transmitter should send data at lower rates by either changing the coding rate or by reducing the modulation dimensionality. In better fading channel conditions, the transmitter may transmit at higher rates. The treatment of the fading channel as an FSMC is attractive from a practical viewpoint. First, the receiver may need to estimate few states for the fading level and send them back to the transmitter. This can greatly reduce the bandwidth required for the feedback link. Second, only a finite number of transmission strategies need to be devised. This simplifies the implementation of the adaptive transmitter.
The application of FSMC models for adaptive transmission in correlated fading channels can be traced back to the early work of [13] . More recently, the adaptive transmission problem has been cast into the Markov decision process (MDP) framework [40] - [42] .The MDP framework facilitates solving decision problems in which a scheduler (such as the transmitter) tries to maximize a reward (such as packet throughput), while minimizing some cost (such as transmission delay or power). An MDP has the following elements: a set of system states, a set of actions, and a set of rewards. In the context of adaptive transmission, system state can include the state of transmission buffer, the state of incoming traffic, and the state of fading channel. The required action is to choose a suitable coding rate or transmission power. The reward can be defined as a weighted sum of throughput, delay, and/or power (with appropriate signs used).
The MDP setting is more suitable for the slow-fading regime, where the channel state can be accurately estimated at the receiver and be sent back to the transmitter infrequently. However, in faster fading conditions, channel estimation at the receiver becomes imperfect and noisy. In addition, imperfect states should ideally be sent back before the channel changes state, which requires a large feedback bandwidth. In situations where the state of the channel is not directly observable or hidden, a partially observable MDP (POMDP) setting is more suitable for this purpose [41] , [43] - [45] . Partial observations can be either noisy and delayed channel state feedback, or ACKs/NAKs in the ARQ protocol. However, it should be noted that the solution to POMDP is often computationally intractable and hence, practical and suboptimal solutions have been considered in [44] and [45] .
Among other adaptive transmission studies, [46] studied adaptive packet size and modulation scheme in a variation of the ARQ protocol in fading channels modeled as FSMCs. The authors in [47] used FSMC models for channel prediction in orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) systems.
Finally, other applications of FSMC models include joint source and channel decoding for vector quantization over FSMC models and their applications to the TV-FFC [72] .
INFORMATION THEORY OF FSMC MODELS
The capacity of the GEC for the very special case of error-free good state (P G = 0) was given in closed form by Gilbert in 1960 [3] . However, the method heavily relied on the fact that errors can only occur in the bad state and could not be extended to any other GEC with nonzero error probability in the good state P G > 0. In 1968, Gallager proved general theorems for capacity and coding for FSMC [7, pp. 97-111, 176-187] . However, computation of the FSMC capacity remained a challenge for more than 20 years. To appreciate the difficulty in evaluating and analyzing the FSMC capacity, examine the capacity of an indecomposable FSMC that can be written as [7] 
where I(X N 1 ; Y N 1 ) denotes mutual information between sequences of channel input and output of length N. The maximization is over all possible input distributions. Even if we are only interested in obtaining FSMC information rates and not the optimal input distribution, direct computation of I(X N 1 ; Y N 1 ) is problematic for large N. Note that the information rate for a fixed sequence length N is expanded as
If the input and output alphabet sizes are P and Q, there are P N × Q N different probabilities that need to be calculated in the mutual information rate above. For many FSMC models of practical interest, a very large N is needed for the information rate I N to converge to its asymptotic value and the computation of (33) becomes unfeasible. In 1989, Mushkin and Bar-David proposed a new recursive technique for computing the GEC capacity for general error probabilities in the good and bad states [10] . This work was later extended in [27] to recursive capacity computations for FSMC models with an arbitrary number of states. The main result in [27] is that the FSMC information rate can be computed as expectation with respect to the steady-state distribution of the following channel predictors:
which can be recursively computed. For an FSMC model with K states, the quantities π N (k) and ρ N (k) take values in the Kdimensional real field R (K−1) . The proposed approach in [10] and [27] for feasible computation of π N (k) and ρ N (k) is to finely quantize the field R (K−1) into B (K−1) bins. As a result, practical computation of π N (k) and ρ N (k) is possible for small number of FSMC states (K ≤ 4 [37] ). It is also noted that the methods proposed in [10] and [27] are applicable to i.i.d input distributions and for data-independent FSMC models, which excludes ISIinduced FSMC models. In 2001, three groups of researchers [52] - [54] , independently proposed a numerical stochastic method for computing FSMC information rates, which relies on the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem [69] . The Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem states that for stationary and ergodic processes, a time sample of entropy converges with probability one to the expected entropy rate over the ensemble. In other words,
, with probability one.
The complexity of computing log(Pr(y n )) on the left hand side is greatly simplified by the use of the recursive Forward-Backward or BCJR algorithm for HMMs [64, p. 519] , [65] and is linear in the sample length N. As a result, one can compute an estimate of (33), by generating a long sample of channel input and output and by computing 1/N log(Pr(y N |x N )/Pr(y N )). More details and examples of this technique can be found in [55] . Reference [55] also discusses an algorithm for obtaining upper and lower bounds for very general (nonfinite-state) channels with memory based on auxiliary FSMC models. The capacity-achieving input distribution for general FSMCs is generally unknown. A result is due to [27] , where it is shown that the capacity of data-independent FSMCs with a symmetric discrete memoryless channel in each state is achieved by i.u.d inputs. As a reminder, according to [29] , for this class of FSMC models, channel state estimation in the output-feedback decoder of [28] is only possible with non-i.u.d. input distributions, or in other words, at rates below channel capacity. The numerical computation method for FSMC information rates in [52] - [54] was later utilized in [56] to propose a stochastic expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm for optimizing the input distribution of FSMC models. The channel input is assumed to be a Markov chain, whose state transition probabilities are optimized to increase the FSMC information rate. This method can be thought of as a nontrivial extension of the classical Blahut-Arimoto (see the references in [56] ) algorithm for the iterative optimization of the input distribution to achieve the capacity of DMCs. However, whether the proposed algorithm in [56] globally converges to the FSMC capacity-achieving input distribution is an open problem. Compared to the choice of i.u.d input distribution, optimizing state transition probabilities of Markov sources over FSMC models results in noticeable achievable information rate improvements. In fact, [58] showed that Markov inputs can asymptotically achieve the capacity of data-dependent FSMC models induced by ISI.
Recently, the authors in [57] shed light onto potential (but mainly theoretical) limitations of the numerical technique for the FSMC information rate computation. These potential limitations are mainly related to the lack of confidence intervals or error bounds on the estimated mutual information, which precludes determination of the necessary sample lengths for x N 1 and y N 1 for a reliable estimate. From an engineering/practical viewpoint, however, the these limitations are not major issues and it is likely that the information rate estimate is very close to the correct answer, where the order of difference is 10 −3 (see [57, Figure 2] ). The generated sample length can be determined by a few initial trials and then based on experience. Generally, sample lengths N ≈ 10 6 to N ≈ 10 7 are good starting points. The authors in [57] then prove the central limit theorem, confidence intervals, and bounds on initialization bias for the numerical estimate of information rates. The latter can be used to provide (rather conservative) upper bounds on the sample length to reach steady state. Finally, [57] expressed the FSMC mutual information and capacity in terms of Lyapunov exponents and developed a theory for computing or approximating entropy and mutual information with dependent (non-i.i.d) inputs, which does not rely on numerical techniques.
In [10] , [27] , and [52] - [57] , the FSMC capacity has been studied mainly as a mathematical model. However, a main issue is whether the FSMC model is applicable to analyze the information rates through more complicated channels such as the TV-FFC that may neither be Markov nor finite state. The applicability of FSMC models for the TV-FFC has been analyzed in [59] from an information-theoretic viewpoint and the effect of channel parameters, such as the normalized fading rate f D T s , SNR, Markov memory order M, and the number of states on the resulting information rates is investigated. Both TV-FFC amplitude and phase are mapped into FSMC models and the resulting information rates or information rate bounds are analyzed. It is concluded that for binary signalling [such as BPSK or binary frequency shift keying (BFSK)] the capacity is rapidly saturated beyond D = 16 fading amplitude or phase partition regions in the FSMC model. This gives an indication on the number of required FSMC states for the FSMC-based decoding at the receiver, which was discussed as application types two and three in the previous section. In other words, the optimum number of FSMC states for joint channel estimation and decoding is where the information rate stops to increase noticeably by increasing the number of FSMC states.
We conclude this section by a brief discussion on the capacity and/or capacity-achieving input distribution in FSMCs with feedback from the receiver to the transmitter. The author in [60] studied the FSMC capacity with perfect channel state information (CSI) at the receiver and delayed, but noiseless CSI feedback to the transmitter. The analysis verified the intuitive expectation that the advantage of having access to CSI at the transmitter vanishes as the feedback delay increases. The authors in [61] - [63] studied the case where the delayed channel observations y (not CSI) are fed back to the transmitter. Their treatment is based on the directed (causal) mutual information. In [61] , converse and direct coding theorems for the FSMC capacity with feedback are proven. In [62] , it is shown that the capacity of data-dependent FSMC models with feedback and memory order M is achieved by Markov sources of the same memory order. In [63] , the achievable rate and a capacity upper bound are given for FSMC models with feedback, where the feedback is a deterministic function of the channel output. For indecomposable and data-independent FSMC models with no ISI (such as TV-FFCs), the achievable rate and the capacity upper bound coincide and hence, are equal to the channel capacity.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Wireless communication systems that operate through fading channels have become more diverse and complex. In the last ten years, there has been a growing interest for research and development of advanced wireless communications systems that employ multicarrier (MC) techniques. So far, applications of FSMC models for fading channels has been mainly limited to single carrier (SC) communications with very few exceptions [24] , [47] . FSMC models are particulary suitable to represent and estimate the relatively fast flat-fading channel gain in each subcarrier. An unexplored avenue for research is to find appropriate FSMC models to represent MC fading channels. However, the number of TV-FFC gains to be modeled in the MC system is often much higher than in a SC system and a major challenge would be to keep the number of FSMC states to computationally manageable levels.
Until now, FSMC models have been used to represent timevarying fading channels that are frequency flat. However, practical fading channels exhibit both time-varying and frequency-selective characteristics. Therefore, another direction for future research is to extend the FSMC modeling of fading channels to include frequency-selective fading channels of the form
where J is the number of delayed paths and h ( j) is the fading gain of the jth path at time index , which is varying with time in a correlated manner. Again, care should be taken in the modeling stages to keep the number of FSMC states small to moderate, while accurately representing the frequency-selective fading channel. The obtained FSMC model may be then used to devise joint (and perhaps iterative) channel state estimation, equalization, and decoding techniques at the receiver.
It is fair to say that a major challenge is to devise practical FSMC-based coding and decoding for fading channels (as described in application types two and three). While [30] - [32] have reported information rates higher than memoryless decoding limit by incorporating FSMC state estimation in the decoding algorithm, developing guidelines for the design of specialized LDPC and/or turbo codes to approach true FSMC capacity has been essentially an unexplored territory. A very recent work on the design of good LDPC codes for FSMC models is reported in [73] , which is further evidence of the current research trend in this area.
It is also important to have the mismatched decoding setup in mind for testing the devised decoding algorithms. In this case, special attention is needed to optimize FSMC model parameters (such as the inclusion or exclusion of the fading phase or amplitude in the FSMC model, the number of FSMC states, memory order, and state transition probabilities) to minimize information rate loss through the actual and physical fading channel. Preliminary methodologies are reported in [74] for such optimizations. However, this problem certainly requires further investigation.
Finally, the use of FSMC models for model-based channel prediction and adaptive coding techniques at the transmitter can be an avenue for future research activity. Modeling fading channels with a finite number of states is advantageous for channel prediction and adaptive coding, because only a few coding rates/strategies need to be developed depending on the finite number of channel states. Also, the receiver can provide feedback to the transmitter only about a few estimated channel states, which reduces the data rate on the feedback link. It is expected that the recent developments in the information theory of data-independent FSMC models with feedback will lead to the design of capacity approaching and causal adaptive coding techniques. The application of MDP and POMDP for adaptive transmission in FSMC-modeled fading channels was recently proposed in [13] and [40] - [45] . This area may also be further investigated and extended in the future.
Given the current trends and avenues for future research, it is expected that research into new applications of FSMC models for fading channels will continue to be an active area for many years.
